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ABSTRACT: A device is described for retaining a tubular 
member on a support member disposed interiorly of the tubu 
lar member. The device includes at least one pivotal arm for 
engaging an end of the tubular member to hold it in place. The 
arm is pivotal to a retracted position upon movement of a 
reciprocally movable knob, thereby enabling the tubular 
member to be removed axially over the retaining device. 
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This invention relates-generally to devices for retaining a tu- ’ 
bular member on a support‘member- disposed'interiorly of the 1 ' 

tubular member. More particularly, the-invention relates to 
such a device which is useful'for retaining a paper supply roll 
of the type used in electrostatic printing equipment. 

Certain typesof equipmentfmay utilize'a tubular member 
positioned on a support member, the'latter' being disposed in 
teriorly of the tubular' member. For example, in equipment: 
wherein a sheetlilte material must'ibe dispensed, rolls of such" 
material may be wound on a tubular‘ member supported-for 
rotation to dispense the sheet‘material. A particular example 
of such apparatus is in electrostatic printing equipment, 
wherein a roll of electrostatic printing paper is mounted on a 
holder and is rotated'periodicall'y to‘feed paperiint'o other 
parts of the apparatus as'required; . ' ' 

In operating such equipment, it may be desirable to hold the 
roll of sheet material firmly in alignment in order to prevent 
jamming of material in the feeding-device of the equipment; 
Moreover, precision may be somewhat lacking in the rolling 
and cutting of the sheet'material at the factory at'which it is 
produced, complicating the problem of properly aligning the 
material. , ‘ 

In order to hold the roll of-rnaterial firmly in alignment,‘ vari 
ous roll-retaining devices have been developed to engage the 
end of the tubular member about which the sheet material is 
wound and hold it in a fixed’ position relative to the‘ support 
member within the tubular member. Such‘ devices have 
frequently taken the form‘ of 'aviflangelike attachment which 
secures to the end of the vinternal support member and engages 
the end of the tubular ‘member supportedthereon. Since the 
rolls of sheet material mayihaveto be'periodically replaced, - 
previously known holding devices'have'typ'ically'had to be‘ 
detached completely from the support member to enable the 
empty tubular member to beremoved and a new full roll to be 
installed. Accordingly, there is a possibility that the'detached 
holding device may be lost or mislaid while installing the new 
roll. Moreover, the person reloading the machine typically has 
to detach the holding device, set down the device, remove the 
old tubular member, replace it with a new rol-h'pick up'the 
holding device and ?nally reattach ‘it. Thispresents a degree of 
inconvenience in the use of equipment ofthis type. 

It is an object of the present ‘invention to provide an im 
proved device for retaining a‘mbular member on a support 
member disposed interiorly of thetubular member. _ 
Another object of the invention is to provide an ‘improved 

device for holding, in alignment, continuous rolls of sheetIike 
material on a support member. ' . " ' 

A further object of the invention- is to provide a roll»retain-' 
ing device which holds the rolls ?rmly-in alignment and- which 
enables removal and replacement'of the rolls without the 
necessity of detaching the device'from the remainder of the 
equipment. . . 

Other objects of the inventiori will‘ become apparent to 
those skilled in the art fromtheifoliowing-description,‘taken in 
connection with the accompanying'rdraw-in‘gs wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a full section view-of-a device constructed? in ac 
cordance with the invention; ‘ . 

FIG. 2 is a full‘ section'view ofthe'device of FIG; 1 showing . 
an-alternate position;_and‘ - 

FIG. 3 is anexploded'perspective-view'of-a portioniof'an'al 
temative embodiment of the invention. 7 

Referring now more particularly-to-FlG'. 1-; theidevice illus 
trated therein is for use iniconnection with electrostatic print‘ 
ing equipment; A continuous roll? 18‘ of electrostatic printing 
paper is wound upon the tubular-member 11'. 'The support 
member 12 is disposed interiorlyiofthe tubular'member 11‘ 
and includes-a pair or rollers or hubs‘ 192 only one; of which is - 
shown, joinedltogether by a metal tube‘ 21. The'me'tal tube 2 
is joined-to 'the'rollersrl9 at annu‘larshoulders 22'provided- in ' 
the rollers-at the~ innermost facingedges-thereof. The rollers 
are-each provided-with a‘pair'o'f' chamferedi surfaces 13and'24‘ 
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and a mating surface 126 which forms the outermost or largest 
diameter portion of the rollers. The surface 26 is‘ of a'diameter 
which accommodates the cardboard tuberll, with‘ a’ fit‘ of a 
vcloseness which enables the tube to slip on‘thi’e' rollers if suffi 
cient torque is exerted. The reason for this'is' explained below. 
Each of the rollers is provided'with ‘a threaded hole’ 27 

therein which extends ‘downwardly-71o"an‘axial'opening 28'. The 
axial openings 28 extend'axi'ally through'the: respective rollers 
19. A setscrew 29 is provided in each of the openings:27,'ionly 
one setscrew being shown-,and is tightened against a'roller' or 
hub shaft 31. The shaft 31-‘ extends through the opening 28in 
the rollers or hubs 19. Thus,ithe rollers are mounted on‘the 
shaft 31 to turn therewith; The shaft 31 is‘ suitably journaled 

' and cantilevered at the end not shown within the electrostatic 
printing equipment. . v v 

The shaft 31 is provided with an axial opening‘32 therein 
near one end of the shaft. The stub shaft 13 has a region of'e‘n 
larged diameter which ?ts within and mates within the’ open 
ing 32. A pair of flats 33, only one of which .is shown in the 
drawings, are provided toward the interiormost end of the stub 
shaft 13. A threaded hole 34 is provided in the shaft‘31'op 
posite each of the ?ats 33, and a setscrew 36' isy'p'ro‘videdin 
each of the holes 34 to be tightened against the" flats 33_an‘d 
thus cause the shaft 31 to lock to and be rotatable ‘with. the 
shaft 13. As an alternative, the shaft 13 and the shaft 31)m‘ay 
be made in a single piece. I 

At the end of the support member 13 which is unillustrated. 
a suitable guide or ?ange is provided against which the end of 
the hollow tube 11 may abut. This ?ange aids in aligning-‘the 
paper roll 18 relative to the rest of the equipment. In order %to 
hold the tube 11 against the unillustrated ?ange or guide,- the 
device of the illustrated invention provides twoarms 16;. The 
arms 16 exert a pressure, as willbeexplained subsequently, 
against the end of the tubular member 11 "and thus force" it 

H against the unillustrated ?ange or guide for proper alignment. 
The two arms, 180° apart, hold the roll of material 18 firmlyin 
alignment and thus prevent jamming of material in the feeding 
apparatus through which the paper passes after it is removed 
from the roll. 
When the supply of paper 18 on the rollv is depleted, it ‘is 

necessary. to replace the empty tubular roller 11 wi'tha new 
one. This means that the arms 16 must be moved‘out of'the 
way to enable the tube 11 to he slipped off (to theleft in the 
drawings) and a new one slipped on over the rollers 0r hubs 
19. In accordance with the invention, the arms 16 are moved 
out of the way to enable such operation withoutnecessitating 
their physical removal. This makes the manual procedure 
more simple and eliminates the possibility of‘the arms becom 
ing- misplaced. , 

Each of the arms 16 is mounted in a corresponding one ‘of a 
pair of recesses 41 provided in the knob 14 at positionsv 180° 
apart. The arms 16 are mounted to the knob l4'by a pair of 
pivot-type shoulder screws 43, respectively, which extend 
across ‘the recesses 41. The knob 14 contains a central‘ open‘ 
ing 44' in which the projecting portion of the shaft 13 is accom 
modated. The diameter of the‘ opening 44 is such with respect 
to the shaft 13 as to permitthe knob 14 to be reciprocated axi 
ally on the shaft. The shaft 13 is provided with a bore 46 which 
passes diametrically through the shaft at a region ‘near the 
pivot points of the arms 16. A sleeve 47 is force ?tted within‘ 
the‘ bore 46 and projects radially from the shaft 13 at each end‘ 
of the bore. In order to clear the projecting ends ‘of the sleeve ’ 
47', each of the arms 16 is provided with a recess 487thereiniof 
su?lcient depth and which just exceeds, in width’, the outer 
diameter'of the sleeve 47'. 

In order to'bias the arms 16' against the end of the tubular 
member 11'v as shown in FIG. 1, the resilient'means 17 are pro-i 
'vided. The resilient means 17 include a compression spring 49 
within and coaxial with the sleeve 47; A pin 51‘exten'ds trans- » 
versely of each recess 48 in each arm 16 andv bears against the 
corresponding end of the compression spring 491 Slots i5t3,'in_‘ 
diametrically aligned pairs, are provided‘ at each end of the 
sleeve 47; The slots extend axially of the sleeve at least‘ as far ' 
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as the outer diameter of the shaft 13 for reasons which will be 
explained subsequently. The bias exerted against the pins 51 
by the compression springs 49 produces a moment about the 
shoulder screws 43, indicated by the arrows, to cause the arms 
16 to press ‘against the end of the tubular member 11. This 
force holds the paper roll in place and properly aligned. 

In accordance with the invention, the arms 16 may be 
moved into a position alongside the stub shaft 13 sovthey will 
be within the periphery of the interior of the tubular member 
11 when the tubular member is removed from the support 
member 12. To do this, the knob l4is pulled to the left in the 
drawings. The movement of the knob is from the position 
shown in FIG. 1 to the position shown in FIG. 2. Force exerted 
on the knob while it is being pulled outwardly overcomes the 
moment produced by the compression spring ' about the 
shoulder screws 43 and, because the pins 51 are con?ned in 
the slots 53, the arms pivot about their pivot screws. This 
pivoting continues until the arms reach the position shown in 
FIG. 2. In this position, the compression spring exerts a force 
on the pins 51 such as to produce a moment about the 
shoulder screws 43 in the direction of the arrows in FIG. 2. 
This holds the arms 16 in the retracted position. The knob is 
prevented from further travel away from the paper support 
hub by the reaction forces of the arms bearing on the knob 14 
in the recesses 41 therein. Accordingly, an over center toggle 
action is produced upon axial movement of the knob, enabling 
the arms 16 to be switched easily from the position shown in 

. FIG. 1 to the position shown in FIG. 2 and back again. When 
the arms are in the position shown in FIG. 2, the tubular 
member 11 may be slipped off of the rollers 19 and passed 
freely over the retaining device. 
When a new paper roll is ?rst installed in the equipment, it 

may be necessary to rotate the tubular member 11 to take up 
slack in the paper between the paper roll and the feeder 
mechanism, not illustrated. This may be done by rotating the 
knob 14. The torque from the rotating knob is transferred 
through the shoulder screws 43 and the arms 16 to the sleeve 
47, the arms bearing against the sleeve in the recesses 48 
therein. The sleeve thus turns the shaft 13 and rotates ‘the shaft 
31, turning the rollers 19. Friction between the support rollers 
and the tubular member 11 is limited so that rotation of the 
knob will rotate the roll of paper until slack is removed, but so 
that the roll will stop rotating and slide on the rollers when the 
slack is removed so as not to tear the paper. 

In the exploded perspective view of FIG. 3, an alternative 
embodiment of the invention is shown. The embodiment of 
FIG. 3 affords an alternate way of attaching the shaft of the 
retaining device to the shaft 31 of the support member. In this 
embodiment, the shaft 61 (corresponding to the end of shaft 
13 extending into opening 32 as seen in F 10$. 1 and 2) is pro 
vided with a coaxial opening 62 therein and a plurality of radi 
al slots 63 passing from the opening 62 to the outer surface of 
the shaft 61. The slots extend axially along the shaft 61 a 
distance sufficient to make the slotted end of the shaft expan 
sible. The small end of a tapered plug 64 is loosely inserted 
into opening 62. Once the shaft 61 is inserted into an ap 
propriate opening in the shaft of the support member 12, as 
shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 a tapered plug 64 is inserted into the 
hole 62, which is also tapered, to expand the expansible sec 
tion'of the shaft 61 into engagement and tight ?t with the inner 
walls of the opening in the support member shaft. 

It may therefore be seen that the invention provides an im 
proved device for retaining a tubular member on a support 
member disposed interiorly of the tubular member. The 
device affords a distinct advantage in that alignment of the tu 
bular member, such as may be used for supporting continuous 
sheet material rolls, is effected in a positive way, and yet the 
device is operable to enable removal of the tubular member 
without separation of the device from the remainder of the ap 
paratus. This reduces the possibility‘ that the device may 
become misplaced when rolls of paper are being replaced, and 
simpli?es installation procedures as well. 
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4 
Various modi?cations of the invention in addition to those 

shown and described therein'will become apparent to those 
skilled in the art from the foregoing description and accom 
panying drawings. Such modi?cations are intended to fall 
within the scope of the appended claims. ' 
_What I claim is: w “ - 

l‘. A device for retaining a tubular member ‘on a support 
member disposed interiorly of the tubular member, said 
device comprising, a shaft of smaller cross section than the in 
terior of the’tubular member, said shaft being adapted to ex- ' 
tend axiallyfrom an end of thesupport member, a knob of 
smaller cross section than the interior of the tubular member, 
said knob being mounted on said shaft and being selectively 
manually movable axially along said shaft between a ?rst and a 
second position with respect thereto, two arms pivotally 
mounted to said knob and being pivotal on parallel axes 
between a ?rst position alongside said shaft and generally 
parallel thereto and a second position engaging an end of the 
tubular member and generally perpendicular to said shaft to 
retain the tubular member on the support member, and 
resilient means comprising a compression spring supported 
coaxially within a hollow sleeve extending transversely 
through an opening in said shaft, said resilient means acting on 
said arm at a point displaced from the pivot point of said arm 
at each of said first and second positions of said knob to pro 
vide an overcenter toggle action upon axial movement of said 
knob, said arm in said first position projecting from said shaft 
is distance which is small enough to lie within the periphery of 
the interior of the tubular member to allow the tubular 
member to be moved on and off the support member. 

2. A device according to claim 1 wherein each of said arms 
is provided with a recess. therein accommodating an end of 
said sleeve, respectively, whereby when said knob is turned, 
torque is transferred to said shaft through said arms and said 
sleeve. I 

3. A device according to claim 2 wherein a pair of diametri 
cally aligned axially elongated slots are provided at each end 
of said sleeve, and wherein a pivot rod is provided extending 
across said recess on each of said arms for engaging said spring 
at respective ends, each of said rods extending ‘through both 
slots in the adjacent pair of slots to be retained and guided 

4. A device for retaining a tubular member on a support 
member disposed interiorly of the tubular member, said 
device comprising, a shaft of smaller cross section than the in 
terior of the tubular member, said shaft being adapted to ex 
tend axially from an end of the support member, said shaft 
having a plurality of ?ats thereon to enable said shaft to be 
secured in a receiving opening in the support member by set 
screws, a knob of smaller cross section then the interior of the 
tubular member, said knob being mounted on said shaft and 
being selectively manually movable axially along said shaft 
between a ?rst and a second position with respect thereto, at 
least one arm pivotally mounted to said knob and being 
pivotal between a ?rst position alongside, said shaft and 
generally parallel thereto and a second position engaging an 
end of the tubular member and generally perpendicular to said 
shaft to retain the tubular member on the support member, 
and resilient means acting on said arm at a point displaced 
from the pivot point of said arm at each of said ?rst and 
second positions of said knob to provide an overcenter toggle 
action upon axial movement of said knob, said arm in said ?rst 
position projecting from said shaft a distance which is small 
enough to lie within the periphery of the interior of the tubular 
member to allow the tubular member to be moved on and off 
the support member. . 

5. A device for retaining a tubular member on a support 
member disposed interiorly of the tubular‘ member, said 
device comprising, a shaft of smaller cross section than the in 
terior of the tubular member, said shaft being adapted to ex 
tend axially from an end of the support member, said shaft in 
cluding an opening therein and a plurality of elongated slots 
communicating between said opening and the exterior surface 
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of said shaft and extending axially from the end adapted for in 
sertion within a support member opening thereby forming an 
expansible portion of said shaft, and a tapered plug for inser 
tion in the opening in said shaft at the slotted end thereof for 
expanding said shaft into engagement with the support 
member when the. expansible end of said shaft is disposed 
within said opening in the support member; a knob of smaller 
cross section than the interior of the tubular member, said 
knob being mounted on said shaft and being selectively 
manually movable axially along said shaft between a first and a 
second position with respect thereto, at least one arm pivotally _ 
mounted to said knob and being pivotal between a ?rst posi 

6 
tion alongside said shaft and generally parallel thereto and a. 

’ second position engaging an end of the tubular member and 
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generally perpendicular to said shaft to retain the tubular 
member on the support member, and resilient means acting on 
said am at a point displaced from the pivot point of said arm 
at each of said ?rst and second positions of said knob to pro 
vide an overcenter toggle action upon axial movement of said 
knob, said arm in said ?rst position projecting from said shaft 
a distance which is small enough to lie within the periphery of ' 
the interior of the tubular member to allow the tubular 
member to be moved on and off the support member. 
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